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The idea of a convenient perpetual calendar emerged in the Middle Ages in geograph-
ical areas with limited access to clergymen, who, equipped with liturgical calendars and 
the so-called Paschal tables (used to set the dates of movable feasts), enforced the Third 
Commandment on behalf of the Catholic Church.

The need for a handy tool that enabled an illiterate user to track the calendar inde-
pendently arose in remote mountainous areas, cut-off from ecclesiastic outposts by the 
prolonged winter seasons. For the tools in question, the days of the year were usually 
carved on wood, and, above or beneath them, special marks were made for days devoted 
to assorted Catholic martyrs and saints. Each month had a few such festivals, to be “kept 
holy” along with Sundays and the movable feasts. 

The largest number of such do-it-yourself wooden calendars survive in Scandinavia 
(where villages – the way we understand them – were few and far between, and where 
people lived in large, populous, self-suffi cient farmsteads instead), although examples 
are also known from Switzerland, Austria, Germany, and even France and the British 
Isles.

Such calendars were in widespread use particularly in Norway and Sweden, where 
they usually had the form of a wooden stick or staff (Norwegian and Swedish stav), but 
also as a slat/batten with a grip like that of a sword. Their shape resembled that of an old-
fashioned yardstick with a handle, used for measuring cloth. The year was divided into 
two parts, carved on opposite sides of the stick.

Less frequently the calendars had the shape of a long staff or cane, even less fre-
quently they were circular or oval in form. In some countries the calendar was carved on 
several wooden slats, bound together in the shape of a book or fan. Occasionally, bone 
or metal was used as a material.
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In Norway a form of clog calendar known as a primstav became extremely popular. 
On this type the 365 days of the year were carved as identical notches, grouped in sev-
ens; with the Church feasts (or “sign days” – merkedager in Norwegian) being indicated 
by additional symbols. These were, as a rule, the attributes of the saints celebrated on the 
given days. Months as units of time were, it seems, of little use to people in those days, 
therefore they were not marked on the calendars in any special manner.

Interestingly, these calendars did not disappear after Lutheranism was introduced into 
Norway, they merely changed their function and became agricultural almanacs, where 
the signs representing the Catholic saints acquired new meanings, now related to house-
keeping and agriculture. Thus the goose symbol of November 11th, originally symbolis-
ing St. Martin, was now interpreted as showing the day on which any superfl uous fowls 
on the farmstead were to be slaughtered; the wheel carved above November 25th (depict-
ing the manner of St. Catherine’s martyrdom) was now perceived as a spinning wheel, 
telling the girls of the household to start spinning wool; and the fi sh hook on November 
30th, once associated with St. Andrew being a fi sherman, now signifi ed the recommended 
day to catch fi sh for the Christmas season.

The division of the year on the primstav was interesting: the year being merely di-
vided into a summer half (April 14th – October 13th , the period of harvesting) and a win-
ter half (October 14th – April 13th, the period of consuming). The latter commenced with 
the symbol of a mitten, interpreted in the North as the beginning of the winter season, 
although originally it probably symbolised the papal glove of St. Callixtus, celebrated 
on that day.

Fig. 1. Typical Norwegian primstav. Top: summer half-year; bottom: winter half-year

The weakness of the primstav was its ineffectiveness at establishing the days of the 
week or the dates of the movable feasts. 

In Norwegian rural houses the primstav had a fi xed place – it was hung by the door 
of the sitting room. In a more elongated, richly decorated form (more or less regular in 
shape) it could also be used as a walking stick or staff on Sunday visits to the church. The 
primstav was still in use in the 18th century.
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In most regions of Sweden (and in Baltic countries historically connected with Swe-
den), a different, more sophisticated form of perpetual wooden calendar evolved. Due 
to the differentiation of the days of the week and the addition of signs for the lunar (and 
often the solar) cycle, it enabled the enlightened user to perform the so-called computus, 
i.e. calculate the dates of the movable feasts.

For such differentiating functions the Swedish computing calendars used the runic al-
phabet, known as the “younger” futhark, hence the name of such calendars: the runstav. 
It should be noted that this was a Swedish peculiarity, as in computing calendars found 
in other parts of Europe other systems were used – e.g. various pentadic signs. Due to the 
diffi culty in carving them, nowhere were Arabic numerals popular.

Fig. 2. Various systems of pentadic signs

Calendars with pentadic signs occur in Sweden only in the district of Västergötland, 
which was the bridgehead used by monks arriving from the British Isles in the Chris-
tianisation of the country. Runes are also not found on calendars from the culturally 
separate Scania (Skåne), either.
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Fig. 3. Picture from Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus by Olaus Magnus (1555), which shows 
a mother teaching her daughter and a father teaching his son the principles of computus

Due to the emphasis on its computational function, the Swedish runstav, as a rule, has 
fewer specially marked days (Swedish märkedagar) than its Norwegian counterpart. The 
division of the year also differs from that of the primstav; resembling our half-years in 
that on one side of the stick we fi nd either a sign corresponding to December 25th (count-
ing the year from our Lord’s birth – a Nativitate Domini), or January 1st (counting the 
year from the Circumcision – a Circumcisione), with only slight variations.

On the runstav, the days of the year are marked with a repeated sequence of the fi rst 
seven signs of the futhark, i.e. f, u, Þ, a, r, k, and h. This meant it was easier to remember 
the sign for Sunday in the current year, whereas on the primstav, for example, it could be 
“the second notch in the sequence”.

Fig. 4. 16 runes of the “younger” futhark

Along one side of the day runes (above or below, depending on which way the way 
the calendar was held and read), the runic signs corresponding to the nineteen so-called 
“golden numbers” were placed. They indicated the days with a full moon in the current 
year. The complete set of signs for the 19-year lunar cycle was sometimes carved (for 
comparison) on the narrow edge of the runstav. This was all the 16 runes of the futhark 
plus three additional signs.

The computing function of the runstav could only be used after the calendar had 
been calibrated, i.e. after the “Sunday sign” (littera Dominicalis) had been established. 
For this, a sequence of 28 runic signs for the 28-year solar cycle were used; these were 
sometimes also carved on the narrow edge of the runstav.
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